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with this in mind,at the professional chef,we make an effort to share the knowledge,experience, and techniques that have passed down through the years in the kitchens of the world.these are the tools of the trade,and they allow us to work within the framework of tradition and go beyond it with
creativity and imagination.for the successful chef,the best way to learn is from observation of the chefs that came before. such observation goes far beyond reading about their techniques in cookbooks or watching them work in the kitchen.successful chefs are not just aware of what they do,they are also
able to put their hands on as much as possible,not only through direct study with chefs who have achieved excellence, but also through interacting with them at various levels. this is why you will find apprentices at work in most professional kitchens, and why even senior chefs will bring in young chefs at
least once a year.for years i worked on the holidays at some of the worldrenowned french restaurants. i learned about sauces from a famous maitre d', and i watched a great chef from another country, who was responsible for many of the dishes on the menu,consult his kitchen staff on a regular basis. i

watched as he measured and weighed ingredients, dusted them, mixed them, and tasted them. and i watched as he supervised his line cooks in making many of the soups and sauces that i saw in the dining rooms. in a similar way, we try to learn not just from our predecessors, but from our peers as
well. with these observations, and with the help of our colleagues in academia,the best in science,and the best in cuisine, we hope to open your eyes to what the world of cooking has to offer.
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